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Abstract: The main aim of any design must not solely be targeted on customer satisfaction however 

conjointly customer safety following this the amount of accidents are witness solely because of poor 

lighting facilities provided in automobiles on curved road static headlights are insufficient since they 

point tangential it along any point of curve instead of pointing in the vehicles direction so to avoid this 

problem steering controlled headlamp system has been projected which might hopefully flip out to be a 

boon to the individual driving through the sinusoidal roads throughout night times. Special safety 

features are built into cars for years some for the security of car’s occupants only, and some for the 

security of others. One among the alternatives available in design and fabrication of steering 

controlled headlight system. car safety is important to avoid automobile accidents or to minimise the 

harmful effect of accidents, especially as concerning human life and health. automobiles are 

controlled by incorporating steering controlled headlight mechanism. The Ackerman steering 

mechanism helps the motive force to guide the moving vehicles calls on the road by turning it right or 

left consistent with his needs thus a combination of the steering system and embedded system link kills 

the headlights within the direction as per the rotation of the steering wheel. this mechanism has been 

incorporated in BMW, Audi Q-7 and Benz etc., to make sure a safer drive, but our main aim is to 

implement the system in all vehicles at lower cost. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Headlights that adapt to changing conditions are known as adaptive headlights. Their purpose is to give drivers more 

visibility and time to react to changing conditions. It's a broad phrase that refers to a variety of characteristics, the 

most prevalent of which being curve-adaptive headlights. The bulbs in these headlights pivot in response to the 

vehicle's direction of travel-and occasionally speed. Other methods of adaptation, such as automated high beams, 

are referred to as adaptive headlights. In the presence of traffic, these headlights automatically switch between low and 

high beams. It's also used to indicate adaptive driving beams. These headlights use complex LED arrays to 

minimize dazzling other drivers. Curve-adaptive headlights have bulbs that pivot in the direction of travel of the 

vehicle. The headlights pivot in that direction as the driver twists the steering wheel left or right, or as sensors 

detect a bend in the road, to better illuminate what's in the vehicle's path. Curve-adaptive headlights modify the 

angle of the bulbs in accordance to vehicle speed, allowing them to project closer or further. Curve-adaptive 

headlights work with bulbs mounted on motors or servos, which allow the bulbs to pivot. When the driver turns 

the steering wheel, or when sensors detect a curvature in the road, software or hardware adjust the bulbs in 

accordance. When the vehicle's direction returns to straight ahead, so do the bulbs. Some curve-adaptive headlights 

also change the bulbs' angle in relation to speed. As speed changes, the headlights point more up or down, casting 

light closer or further down the road. To detect other vehicles, automatic high beams use a sensor, usually one that 

checks for headlights or taillights. When this happens, software turns off the bright lights to avoid blinding other 

motorists. Once those cars have passed, the sensor turns back on the high lights. High beams are turned on by 

default in vehicles with automatic high beams, though manual adjustment between low and high headlights is still 
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available. The operation of adaptive driving beams is complicated. They're made up of a lot of small but brilliant 

LEDs. The brightness of each LED can be accurately controlled using software. A sensor detects the lights of other 

vehicles, similar to automatic high beams. Instead of turning the entire beam on or off, each LED modulates its 

brightness in response to the presence of other vehicles. As those velocities change, each LED dims or illuminates. 

When driving on twisting roads at night, during twilight, or in other low-light settings, adaptive headlights come in 

handy. They can deal with a variety of potentially dangerous circumstances. Cars manufactures which has adaptive 

headlights Porsche, Mercedes Benz, Lexus, Ford and BMW. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

System is an active safety system, where the head lamp orientation control system rotates the right and left 

headlights independently and keeps the beamas parallel to the curved road as possible to provide better night time 

visibility to driver. The highest fatal traffic accident rate occurs on curved roads at night time. In most cases, the 

late recognition of objects in the traffic zone plays a key role. These facts point to the importance of the role of 

automobile forward- lighting systems. In order to provide enhanced nightt ime safety measures, this work aims to 

design and build a prototype of steerable headlights by adapting a conventional static head lamp with a very close 

eye on cost and reliability. Components that are easily available in the market are considered and the design has 

been done to provide the steering mechanism for the headlamps which are actuated along with the steering of the 

front wheels. The layout and improvement of an automobile with a movable headlight is for protection to keep 

away from vehicle accidents. This is finished with the aid of using the use of Carbon Fiber pipes for the chassis 

and join a headlight to guidance mechanism the use of Ackerman guidance Mechanism. When guidance wheel is 

rotate that rotary movement is transformed to translatory movement thru Ackerman mechanism. When the front wheel 

rotates, the front headlight may also rotate on the identical angle. It facilitates for driving forceat night time driving. In 

Ackerman System Pitman, Tie rod, guidance arm androse joints are used 

 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

IV. INTRODUCTION TO ARDUINO 

Arduino is an open-source gadget stage based on simple hardware and code. Arduino sheets can recognise inputs 

such as a light on a sensor, a finger on a catch, or a Twitter message and convert them into outputs such as 

actuating an engine, turning on an LED, or disseminating something on the internet. We may direct the board by 

sending a series of commands to the board's microcontroller. To accomplish this, we use the Arduino 

programming language (in the context of Wiring) and the Arduino Software (IDE) in the context of Processing. 
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Arduino was created at the Ivrea Interaction Design Institute as a simple tool for rapid prototyping intended for 

students with no prior experience with electronics or programming. As the Arduino board gained popularity, it 

began to evolve to meet new needs and problems, transitioning from simple 8-bit boards to solutions for IoT 

applications, wearables, 3D printing, and embedded settings. All Arduino boards are totally open-source, allowing 

users to create them on their own and eventually customise them to their specific requirements. The software is also 

open- source, and it is growing thanks to the contributions of users all over the world. Arduino has been used in 

millions of different projects and applications due to its simple and accessible user experience. The Arduino 

software is simple enough for beginners to use while yet being flexible enough for advanced users. It is compatible 

with Mac, Windows, and Linux. It is used by teachers and students to create low-cost scientific equipment, to 

demonstrate chemistry and physics principles, and to get started with programming and robotics. Designers and 

architects use it to create interactive prototypes, while musicians and artists use it to create installations and 

experiment with new musical instruments. Of course, many of the projects displayed at the Maker Faire are built 

with it by makers. Arduino is a valuable tool for learning new things. 

 

V. INTRODUCTION TO SERVOMOTORS 

A Servo engine (or servo) is a revolving actuator that considers exact control of position, speed and speed 

increase. Servos are found in numerous spots, from toys to home gadgets to vehicles and planes. Servos 

additionally show up in the background in gadgets we utilize each day. EZ-Robots use servos that deal with the 

development of joints, container and slant, and nonstop rotational development. The EZ-B v4 conveys an 

electrical message that mentions to the servo what position to reach and how rapidly to arrive. Servos arrive in an 

assortment of shapes and sizes for various applications. We may need an enormous, incredible one for moving the arm 

of a major robot, or a minuscule one to make a robot's eyebrows go all over. By connecting a large number of these 

servos together, we can make robots that perform complex genuine tasks. The straightforwardness of a servo is among 

the highlights that make them so dependable. The core of a servo is a little immediate current (DC) engine, like what 

you may discover in a toy. These engines run on power from a battery and twist at high RPM yet put out low force. 

Pinion wheels in a reasonable servo engine are by and large made of plastic to keep it lighter and less exorbitant. 

On a servo intended to give more force to heavier work, the pinion wheels are made of metal and are harder to 

harm. EZ-Robot servos utilize metal pinion wheels to draw out ease of use and servo life. Inside a servo, a 

positional sensor on the last stuff is associated with a little circuit board. This sensor tells the circuit board how far the 

servo yield shaft has turned. The gadgets on the circuit board translate the signs to decide how far the client needs 

the servo to pivot. It at that point analyzes the ideal situation to the genuine position and chooses which heading to 

turn the shaft so it gets to the ideal position. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Servo Motor 
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VI. INTRODUCTION TO POTENTIOMETER 

A potentiometer is a three-terminal resistor with a sliding or pivoting contact. It is a flexible voltage divider with two 

static contacts and one moving contact. The moving terminal is a wiper that movements across the obstruction 

component, for the most part in a bend constrained by a turning knob. The guideline of a potentiometer is that the 

potential dropped across a fragment of a wire of uniform cross-segment conveying a consistent flow is 

straightforwardly corresponding to its length. The potentiometer is a basic gadget used to quantify the electrical 

potentials. One type of potentiometer is a uniform high-opposition wire joined to a protecting help, set apart with 

a direct estimating scale. Being used, a flexible managed voltage source E, of more prominent extent than the 

possibility to be estimated, is associated across the wire in order to pass a consistent current through it. 

Figure 1.5: Potentiometer 

 

VII. WORKING OF ADAPTIVE HEADLIGHTS 

Adaptive driving beams (ADB) are a newer, more technologically advanced type of adaptive headlamp. ADB 

lights are made up of numerous individuals, very bright LEDs rather than different bulbs for low and high beams. 

The ability to carefully control the brightness of each LED distinguishes ADB headlights. 

Figure 3.2: Various Positions of Potentiometer 

An electronic control unit monitors and controls adaptive headlamp systems, which are made up of multiple 

subcomponents (ECU). Among the subcomponents are a steering input sensor that monitors the angle of the 

steering wheel and small motors attached to each headlight. 

When potentiometer rotates which is connected to steering wheel sends signal to Arduino, it converts the analogue 

signal from potentiometer to digital signal and sends it to the Servomotors, which will change the direction 

accordingly. Curve-adaptive headlights use bulbs that are mounted on motors or servos, allowing the bulbs to 

pivot. When the driver rotates the steering wheel or sensors identify a bend in the road, hardware adjusts the bulbs 

accordingly. When the vehicle's direction returns to straight ahead, the bulbs do as well. 

When the steering is turned to right only the right servo motor turns to right whereas the left servo remains in 

straight positions for proper lighting and via-versa 

 

PIN CONNECTIONS 

 Arduino A0 – Potentiometer Wiper (Middle Pin) 
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 +5V – Servomotor (pin 1), Potentiometer Terminal 2 (Left pin) 

 GND – Servomotor (pin 2), Potentiometer Terminal 1 (Right Pin) 

 Arduino 5 and 6 Pin – Servomotor (Signal) 

 

CODING FOR EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 

1. Coding is done for Arduino Uno R3 

2. Including the servo motor library 

3. Creating 2 servo motors 

4. Assigning output of Potentiometer to the analog signal A0 pin in Arduino. 

5. Assigning the signal pin of servo motors to pin 5 and 6. 

6. Giving an input to both servo motors act symmetrically. 

7. Assigned variable to read analog signal from potentiometer and mapping it. 

8. Printing the final angle direction from the potentiometer to the servomotor 

9. Giving delay of few seconds for servo motor. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

The project has been a unique experience, successful in utilizing the theoretical knowledge into practical 

application right from the conception of the idea, through the design and calculations till the assembly processes. 

There is scope for further improvement in this project, such as the implementation of the various embedded 

systems in determining angle of deflection of headlights and a system for vertical direction control of headlights 

depending on various conditions. By using the adaptive headlights, the road accidents can be reduced and safety 

can be improved this can also be implemented at low cost in all vehicles and improve the driver vision at the night 

time in the curve roads and highways. 
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